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SEMI-UNIVERSAL MAPS AND UNIVERSAL
INITIAL COMPLETIONS

H. HERRLICH AND G. E. STRECKER

Initial completions of categories (A, U) over a base
category are investigated simultaneously with certain gene-
ralizations of the notion of topological functor. The main
result states that (A, U) has a reflective universal initial
completion if and only if the functor U is topologically
algebraic in the sense of Y. H. Hong. This is analogous to
results of Hoffmann, Tholen, and Wischnewsky that CA, U)
has a reflective Mac Neille completion if and only if U is
semi-topological. In addition, the class of sem-itopological
functors is shown to be the smallest class closed under
composition and containing all topologically algebraic func-
tors. It is also shown that for any (E, M)-functor U (resp.
(E, jkf )-eategory) E must be contained in the class of gen-
erating J7-morphisms (resp. epimorphisms). Specific construc-
tions of the above completions are given, the first neces-
sitating the new concept of semi-universal morphism.
Examples illuminating the theory are also provided.

O* Background*

0.1. Let X be a category. We investigate categories over X,
i.e., pairs (A, U) where 4 is a category and U: A-+ X is a faithful,
amnestic functor, and functors F: (A, U) —> (B, V) over X; i.e.,
functors F: A —> B with V F == U. As has been shown in [6], every
small category (A, U) over X has several distinguished initial com-
pletions, in particular:

(a) A Mac Neille completion E4: (A, U) -> (A4, U4), which is
characterized either as the smallest initial completion of (A, U), or
as the initial completion which is both initially and finally dense, or
as the injective hull of (A, U) in the category of small categories
over X and functors over X.

(b) A universal initial completion Ez: (A, U) —> (A3, Z73), which
is characterized either as the largest initiality preserving, initially
dense, full extension of (A, U)9 or as the initially complete reflection
of (A, U) in the category of small categories over X and initiality
preserving functors over X.

If A is large, initial completions of (A, U) need not exist, even
for small X. For instance, if X is the terminal category, i.e., the
category with precisely one morphism, then (initially complete) cate-
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gories over X are essentially the same as (complete) partially ordered
classes, and

(a) The partially ordered class (Ω x {0,1}, <;), with Ω being a
proper class and

(ft), n) < (ft)', n') <=~ (n < nf and ft) Φ ft)') ,

has no (initial) completion, equivalently no Mac Neille completion.
(b) The partially ordered class (Ω, <0, with Ω being a proper

class and

ft) ^ ft)' <=> ω = ft)'

has a Mac Neille completion but no universal initial completion.

The problem of characterizing those categories (A, U) over X,
which have specific initial completions, has been of considerable
interest. In case the problem is restricted to small-fibered categories,
i.e., if the (specific) completions are required to be S-categories in
the sense of Husek [16], resp. top-categories in the sense of Wyler
[29, 30], it has been solved for the Mac Neille case and X = Set by
Kucera and Pultr [17]. Recently it has been solved in full gene-
rality and in its small-fiberd version by Adamek, Herrlich and
Strecker [2].

0.2. Surprisingly new light is thrown on the above problems
by recent investigations of a different kind. The concept of topo-
logical functors has been subject to various generalizations. The
following concepts are particularly interesting:

(a) (JE, M)-topological functors (Herrlich [4], Hoffmann [8],
Marny [18], Briimmer [3], Wolff [27, 28]).

(b) Topologically-algebraic functors (Y. H. Hong [15], S. S.
Hong [14]).

(c) Orthogonal Λf-functors (Tholen [19, 20, 21], Wischnewsky
[26]).

(d) Orthogonal Q-functors (Tholen [23]).
(e) Semi-topological functors (Trnkova, [25] Hoffmann [9, 11,

12, 13], Tholen [22, 23, 24], Wischnewsky [24, 26]).

It is known that (a) is strictly stronger than the other 4 con-
cepts, (c) and (d) are equivalent (Tholen [23]) and each of the
above concepts implies (e). Answering the remaining open questions,
concerning the relationships between the above concepts, we will
show that:

(1) The concepts (b), (c) and (d) are equivalent (Theorem 2.3
below);
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(2) The concept (b) is strictly stronger than (e), but agrees
with (e) under fairly mild side conditions (Herrlich, Nakagawa,
Strecker, Titcomb [7]).

(3) The class of semi-topological functors is the smallest class
of functors containing all topologically-algebraic functors and being
closed under composition (Theorem 2.8 below).

A crucial idea, leading to the above result (1), is the observa-
tion—highly interesting in itself—that for any (E, M)-functor, the
class E must consist of generating [/-morphisms only (Theorem 2.1
below).

0.3. Initial completions and generalized topological functors are
linked by the following concept: an initial completion (A, U) *=+ (B, V)
is called (epi) reflective, provided the embedding i ^ β has a
left-adjoint (with epimorphic front adjunctions)—which need not be
a functor over X. The following hold:

(1) (A, U) has an epireflective Mac Neille completion iff U is
(epi, M)-topological, provided the base category X is an (epi, M)-
category (Herrlich [4]).

(2) (A, U) has a reflective Mac Neille completion iff U is semi-
topological (Hoffmann [13], Tholen and Wischnewsky [24, 26]).

(3) (A, U) has a reflective universal initial completion iff U is
topologically-algebraic (Theorem 2.7 below).

The basic idea, providing insight in the above results, is the
following. Initial completions, with specific properties as mentioned
above, exist, even for large categories A, in some higher universe
(cf. the constructions in [6]). The objects of the larger "categories"

are just suitable [/-sources (X-> UA^j. Since such sources usually
will be proper classes, they cannot be objects of categories in the
given universe. The basic idea to construct reflective initial com-
pletions of a certain kind is to represent any [/-source (X —» UA^x of
the corresponding type by a single generating [/-morphism X —> UA

such that the following holds: a [/-morphism X —> UB belongs to the
given [/-source iff there exists an .A-morphism h: A —> B with / =
(Uh) g. In case this is possible, an initial completion of the desired
kind can be constructed in the given universe, by taking as objects

just those [/-morphisms X^> UA, which represent some [/-source

(X A UA^jr of the corresponding type. In the case of

(1) reflective Mac Neille completions, they are characterized
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as semi-final t/-morphisms;
(2) reflective universal initial completions, they are characte-

rized as semi-universal [7-morphisms, a crucial concept introduced
below (1.4).

1* Basic tools* Throughout this paper, U:A->X will be
assumed to be a faithful and amnestic1 functor. (Neither restric-
tion is serious. In fact all of our results not concerning initial
completions hold without either restriction.)

1.1. A U-morphism with domain X and codomain A is a pair
(/, A), where A is an A-object and f\X—>TJA is an X-morphism
with domain X and codomain UA. We will usually denote such a

[7-morphism suggestively by I - > UA. If UA —> UB is an X-mor-
phism, for which there is a (unique) A-morphism g: A-± B with
Ug = g, we will sometimes express this by writing (inaccurately

but suggestively) that UA —> UB is an A-morphism (thus not dis-
tinguishing between g and g).

A [7-morphism X —> UA will be said to generate A provided that
for each A-object A and each pair of A-morphisms r, s: A —> A the
equality Ur-f = Us-f implies r = s.

1.2. A U-source S^ with domain X and codomain ' (A<)7 is a
pair (X, ξ) where X is an X-object and ξ is a family of [7-morphisms

X-A UAt indexed by a class I. Such a [/-source will usually be
denoted by (X-* UA^j. (Notice that, if U is the identity functor,
then a [/-morphism is essentially just an A-morphism and a ZT-source
is essentially an A-source in the usual sense.) A Z7-morphism is
said to belong to £f if it is of the form (/„ A<) for some iel.

If Sf = (X-i UAt)j is a [7-source, X-̂ > t/A is a [7-morphism

and (A -4 A;)7 is an A-source such that for each i e l

t = X-ίU UA,

then this will be called a U factorization of S^. If E is a class
of [7-morphisms and M is a collection of A-sources, such that (e, A)

belongs to E and (A^>Af)i belongs to M, the above factorization
will be called an (E, M) factorization of £f. If every [/-source has
some (E, M)-factorization, the functor ?7 will be called (E, M)-fac-
torizable. If morever for any X—> C/A in E, any (A'—»A,)7 in M,

1 U is called amnestic, provided any A-isomorphism /, with Uf being an X-iden-
tity, must be an A-identity.
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any Z7-morphism X~^ UA!, and any A-source (A -A A.^ with (Uf)-
e = (Um^ f for each iel, there exists a unique A-morphism g: A —>
A! such that the diagram

(*)

commutes for each iel, the functor U will be called an (E, Λf)-
functor. If, for a given class E of [7-morphisms, there exists some
M such that U is an (£7, Λf)-functor, we will call U an (£7, — )-
functor. Similarly, (£7, —)-factorizations, (—, Λf)-functors, etc. If
the identity functor on A is an (£7, Jf )-functor then A is called an
(E, M)-category.

An A-source (A —ί A ^ is called U-initial, or just initial,

provided an X-morphism Z7A' —> Z7A is an A-morphism if all

UAf -—> ZTAΪ are A-morphisms. The dual concept is called
(U)-final sink.

1.3. A functor £7:.A->Xis called:
— topological, provided it is (identity, initial)-factorizable;
— topologically-algebraic, provided it is (generating, initial)-

factorizable;

— semi-topological, provided for each [/-sink ( ί7A i -4X) / there

exists an A-sink (A< -^ A)x and a 27-morphism X ~^> UA with Ugt =

e fi for each iel and such that for any A-sink (Ai^>A)I and any

[7-morphism X—> UA with Ugt = β' /i for each ί e / there exists a

unique A-morphism g:A—>Ά with (Ug)-e — e, i.e., such that the

following diagram commutes;

UA,

?7-morphisms X—> UA, appearing in the above setting, are called
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semi-final solutions of the [/-sink (UAt-+ X)I9 resp. semi-final U-
morphisms.

Obviously, every topological functor is topologically-algebraic,
and every topologically-algebraic functor is semi-topological. More-
over, every full reflective embedding, every regular functor [5],
and every monadic functor into Set is topologically-algebraic. But,
in general (even for the base category of relations), monadic func-
tors may fail to be semi-topological (Adamek [1]). The following
two concepts will be crucial tools for our investigations.

1.4. A [7-morphism X—> UA is called semi-universal, provided

for any initial source (A' —> A%)n any A-source (A -Λ A,)/, and any

[/-morphism X-* UAr with (Umt) f= {Uft) e there exists a unique

A-morphism g: A —> A! such that the above diagram (*) commutes

for each i e I.

PROPOSITION 1.5. (a) Every universal U-morphism is semi-
final.

(b) Every semi-final U-morphism is semi-universal.
(c) Every semi-universal U-morphism is generating.

Proof, (a) Every universal [7-morphism X-> UA is a semi-
final solution of the sink (φ, X).

(b) Let i Λ UA be a semi-final solution of (UBk^X)κ. If

{Ar—>Aέ)7 is an initial source, X-+UA' is a [/-morphism, and

{A -4 Ai)j is a source in A with (Umt) •/ = (Uft) e for each i e I,

then—by initiality—each UBK — ^ UA! is an A-morphism Hence
there exists a unique A-morphism g:A^Af with / = (Ug)'e, i.e.,
such that (*) commutes.

(c) Let X^UA be semi-universal, and let fyA-^A' be A-
morphisms with (JJfύ-e = (Uf2)-e = /. For / = {1, 2}, m, = 1A, and

At — A\ the source {A' ^> A^j is initial. Hence there exists a unique
A-morphism g: A —> A' such that the diagram (*) commutes. Hence

1.6. The standard enrichment of a [/-source ^ = (X-4 J7A£)j is

the smallest [/-source & — (X-^UA^j having the following properties:
(a) IQ J and the family (/4, At)j is the corresponding restric-

tion of the family (fs, Aβ)j.

(b) If X—> [/A belongs to ^ and A-^A is any A-morphism,

then l 4 [ 7 A ^ [7A belongs to
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(c) If X -i UA is a ?7-morphism and (A ^ί Ak)

source with each X-+UA * UAk belonging of S

belongs to S^.

(X

PROPOSITION 1.7. ΐ

is an initial A-

, then X—> UA

Let <9* = (X-ΐ ί/A,)/ be a Usource,

UAj)j be its standard enrichment, and

be some (generating, — )-factorization of Sf. Then conditions (1),
(2), and (3) below are equivalent and imply (4):

Ai)z is initial.

ilj )j- is initial.

(A

(A >
( 1 )

(2)

( 3 ) X Λ C/A

( 4 ) X—> UA is semi-universal.

Proof. Clearly (1) implies (2), and (2) implies (3).

(3) => (4). Let (A' ^ A'k)κ be an initial source, (A -^ A'k)κ be an
f

A-source, and X—> UA! be a £7-morphism with (Unk) f= (Ugk) e for

each keK. By 1.6 (b) every X ^ Z 7 A — C7A; belongs to S?. So

by 1.6 (c) X—> Ϊ7A' belongs to S?. Consequently, these exists some

i e J w i t h (/, A') = (f3; Ay). Since X—> t/A generates A, this im-
plies that # = my is the unique A-morphism making the following
diagram commute:

(3) ==> (2). If (e, A) — (/y, Ay), then mj = l4j., which implies that

(A ^> Ay)j is initial.

(2) =- (1). Let (A ^ As)j be initial. Let UB Λ Ϊ7A be an X-mor-
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phism, such that UB --> UAt is an A-morphism for each iel.

Consider the subclass K of J consisting of those keJ, for which

UB -—> UAk is an A-morphism. It is easily seen that the U-

source (X -+ UAk)κ satisfies all 3 conditions in 1.6, and therefore

K must equal J. Initiality of (A ^> As)j implies that UB —> UA is an
A-morphism.

2* Main results*

THEOREM 2.1. If U.A^X is an (E, M)~functor then each
member of E must be a generating U-morphism.

Proof. Let U: A -> X be an (E, M)-ίunctor. Assume that E

contains some nongenerating Z7-morphism X —> UA. Then there would

exist distinct A-morphisms r, s: A^ A with Ur e — Us e — k. Let

UAtI be the class of all A-morphisms, and, for each iel, let X

be x Λ UA. Then the [/-source (X^> UAX)X would have an (JEf, M)-

factorization X%UAi = X^> UA' -~"

fff =

Ά> UA,. For each fel define:

r if m/ / = s

s otherwise .

Then, for each iel, Ugt-e — k = Umt-ef so that by the diagonal
property there would be a unique fe: A —> A' such that for each ΐ e J
the diagram

UA'

commutes. In particular

r if mA A = s

8 if mh-h Φ s ,

which is impossible.
For a corresponding result concerning locally orthogonal Q-ίunc-

tors see Tholen [23], 6.4.

PROPOSITION 2.2. T%e following are equivalent:
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(1) U has a left adjoint.
(2) U is a (universal, source)-functor.
( 3 ) U is a (—, —)-functor.
(4) U is (generating, —)-factorizable.

Proof. (4) => (1) => (2) => (3) is obvious. (3) => (4) is immediate
from Theorem 2.1.

THEOREM 2.3. The following are equivalent:
(1) U is topologically-algebraic.
(2) U is a (semi-universal, initial)-functor.
(3) U is a (Q, —)-functor with every U-morphism that is a

X-isomorphism belonging to Q (i.e., U is an orthogonal Q-functor
in the sense of Tholen [23]).

(4 ) U is a (—, M)-functor with each source in M being initial
(i.e., U is an orthogonal M-functor in the sense of Tholen [19, 20,
21]).

Proof.

(1) => (2). Let ^ = (X A UA,), be any ί/-source, S^ = (X-> UAd)j

be its standard enrichment and (X —> UA —J-> UAό)j be the (gene-

rating, initial)-factorization of S?. By Proposition 1.7, (A—ϊA^j is

initial and X—> UA is semi-universal.

(2)^(3). Trivial.

(3) => (4). Let (A m> At)τ be a source in M and UλKuA a U-
morphism such that, for each iel, m^h — Uft. Then the outer
square

Urn,

commutes. Since (Ul^, A) belongs to J7 there exists a unique A-
morphism h: A —> A such that the above diagram commutes, which

implies h = Uh. Hence (A -*S A,)z is initial.

(4) => (1). If U is an (E, M)-functor with each source in M_
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initial then by Theorem 2.1 each member of E[ is generating so
that U is (generating, initial)-factorizable.

The equivalence of (3) and (4) in the above theorem has been
obtained previously by Tholen [23].

2.4. A category over X is a pair (A, U) where U: A —> X is a
faithful, amnestic functor. A functor over X between categories

over X, (A} U)£(B, V) is a functor F: A -> B for which U= V-F.
Such a functor over X is said to be initiality preserving provided

that for each [/-initial source (A -» A^j the source (FA —1-> FA^i
is a F-initial source. It is called initially dense provided that each
I?-object is the domain of some F-initial source with codomain in
F[A], The dual concept is called finally dense. An initial comple-

tion of a category (A, U) over X is a full embedding (A, U) -*(B, V)
over X for which (B, V) is initially complete (i.e., for which

E
V: B —> X is a topological functor). An initial completion (A, U)-+
(By V) is called reflective if i? has a left adjoint ϋ?: B —> 4 (where
J? need not be a functor over X). An initial completion (A, U) ->
(5> V) is called universal provided that £7 is initiality preserving
and has the property that for every initially complete category (C, W)

w
over X, every initiality preserving functor (A, U) —»(C, TF) over

X has a unique initiality preserving extension (B, V) —> (C, TF) over
X An initial completion is called a ilίαc Neille completion provided
that it is initially and finally dense.

PROPOSITION 2.5. // U: A —> X is topologically-algebraic, then

(A, U) has a reflective universal initial completion (A} U)-^(B_, V).

Proof, (i) Construction of (B, V):

The objects of J3 are all semi-universal [7-morphisms X-+UA.
e ef

A J3-morphism from X —»• UA to Xr —• C7A' is any pair (/, k) where
f k

X—» X ' is an X-morphism, A—> Af is an A-morphism and the square
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commutes. Composition is defined coordinatewise using the composi-
tions in X and in A. The faithful functor V: B —> X is defined by

V(X- UA) = X

and

V(f,k)=f.

In general, V is not amnestic, which is irrelevant here. The
extension E: (A, U) -> (B, V) is defined by

E(A) = UA UA

and

= (Uf,f).

(ii) EA is reflective in B.

For any l?-object B = {X-^ UA), its E^A-reflection is given by

VBt)z be a F-source, where Bt = (Jζ
1

Λ
(iii) (B, V) is initially complete.

Let ( £
i e / . By Theorem 2.3 the ?7-source (X

versal, tf-initial)-factorization X-^UA^

It remains to show that the S-source (B

B = ( Γ Λ ί/A) be a S-object, Λ: F £ -

φ -* i iH5 4 ) j a 5-source with F(^, ft) = V(fif m%):h for each ie I.

Since Y^> UA is semi-universal and (A^At^ is E/-initial there ex-

ι^

[/A,) for each

has a (semi-uni-

, Put ΰ = ( l Λ C7A).

B^z is F-initial. Let

an X-morphism, and

ists a unique A-morphism g: A
commutes:

A such that the following diagram
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Y

•1 X;

UA

Consequently (h, g): B-> B is a i?-morphism with V(h, g) — h.

(iv) E: (A, U) —> (B, V) preserves initiality.

Let (A ^ At)Σ be a [/-initial source in A, let 5 = (X -Λ Z7A) be

a S-object, fe: FJ5 ~> V(EA) be an X-mofphism, and (B J ^ Λ JSA ĵ
be a source in I? with F(^^ gx) = V{Emι) /̂  for each ΐ 6 /. Since

X -^ ?7A is semi-universal and (A ^ Aέ)7 is CT-initial, there exists a
unique A-morphism g: Ά —> A such that the following diagram com-
mutes:

Consequently (h, g): B~> EA is a 5-morphism with V(h, g) = h.

(v) E is initially dense.

Let ΰ = ( l Λ UA) be any 2?-object. Then B-^+EA is a F-
initial source with domain B.

(vi) E is universal.
F

Suppose that (A, U) —> (C, W) is an initiality preserving functor
over X with (C, W) being initially complete. Define a functor G:

1? -> G as follows: Any 5-object B — (X -> C/A) can be interpreted

as a TF-morphism X-> TF(FA). Since (C, W) is initially complete
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there is a C-object (denoted by) GB and a PΓ-initial C-morphism
GB^> FA such that

By amnesticity of W, the object GB and hence eB are uniquely
determined. If g = (/, k): B-> Bf is a 2?-morphism with 5' =
(X' —> Ϊ7A'), the diagram

-*- X'

Uk =

commutes. Since GB'^FA' is TF-initial and (WeB,) f= W(Fk-eB)
there exists a unique C-morphism (denoted by) Gg: GB -> G.B' with
WGg = /. The correspondence B^B'v-^GB^ GBf defines a functor
G: (S, F) ~> (C, W) over X For any A-object A we have trivially
GEA = FA. Since G, E, and .P are functors over X, this implies
that G E=F, i.e., that G is an extension of F. To see that G
preserves initiality, let (JS^>J5€)7 be a F-initial source in B (where

B= ( l i J7A), 5, = (X,-^ UAt), and p< - (/,, kt) for each ΐ e I) .
Then by construction (see part (iii) above)

WGB = X- =

= WeB.

WFA = C/A

is the (semi-universal, ί7-initial)-factorization of (X-^> i7AJ7. To
see that (GBΆGB^J is TΓ-initial let h: WC-> WGB be an X-mor-
phism and (C^GBi) be a source in C with (TΓGpJ Λ = Wgt for
each i e l . Since (4 4 4.)z is ?7-initial and ί7 preserves initiality,
the C-source (FA^FA^j is W-initial. Hence W(Fk^e-h =

W(eB. g%) implies that there exists a C-morphism g:C->FA with
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Wg = e-h. Since GB^FA is TF-initial by construction of G, and
(WeB) h — Wg, there exist a C-morphism h: C~+ GB with Wϊi = h.

WFA
WFk,

^Consequently (GB-—^*GBl)i is TΓ-initial. Since E is initially dense,
G: (B, V) —> (C, W) is the only initiality preserving extension of F.
This completes the proof.

Surprisingly enough, the property of the above proposition
actually characterizes topologically-algebraic functors, since we have:

PROPOSITION 2.6. // the category over X, (A, U), has a reflec-
tive universal initial completion, then U: A~^ X is topologically-
algebraic.

Proof. Let (A, U) <=^ (B, V) be a reflective universal initial
completion of (A, U). For simplicity, let us assume that (A, U) is
a full, reflective subcategory of B, and E is the corresponding
embedding. To show that U: A —> X is topologically-algebraic let
Sf — (X-i UA^j be any Z7-source. We must show that it has a

(generating, J7-initial)-factorization. Let S^ = (X-+ UAό)j be the
standard enrichment of & (1-6). Since (JB, V) is initially complete,

there exists a F-initial source (B -Λ Aά)j such that VB — X and
Vfj — fj for each j e J. Let e: B -+ A be the Λ-reflection map for
B. Then for each j e J there exists a unique A-morphism m, : A —»
il, with m i e = / i . Applying F, we obtain a factorization

X - i Z7Ay = X—> UA—^ UAj of ^ . Clearly X-^ C/Ά is a generat-
ing ?7-morphism. By Proposition 1.7 it remains to show that

X—> ίTA belongs to £?.
To this end, construct the following category, (C, W), over X:

C-objects are all pairs (H, B) with B a B-object and H a set of
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F-morphisms X-* VB with domain X and codomain B. For each
C-object (H, B) denote by S(H, B) the set of all B-morphisms g: B-^
A with domain J5, codomain in A, and such that for each he H the

Z7-morphism X—> FJ5 —̂> ZZA belongs to ^ . C-morphisms /: (H, B)->
(H', Br) are all B-morphisms f\B—>Bf with the property that ge

S(H',B') implies gfeS(H,B) [equivalently: such that Br ^ A m

S(H', B'), and j i VB in iϊ, implies X^> FJS^V.B' — [7A is in

W: C~+ X is defined by FΓ(iϊ, B)=VB and TF((iJ, £) ^ (iϊ ;, jy)) =
Vf.

(C, T )̂ is a category over X. (The fact, that W usually fails
to be amnestic, is irrelevant.) (C, W) is initially complete. To see

this, let (Y% W(Hk,Bk))κ be a W-source. Since (2?, F) is initially

complete, there exists a F-initial source (B -A 5^)^ with F (B ̂ > Z?^ =

(IT—> VBk)κ. Let i ϊ be the set of all F-morphisms X-» VB with
the property that for each ke K and each ge S(Hk9 Bk) the ί7-mor-

phism X^VB^> VBk -^> UA belongs to £?. Then ((H, B) rΛ
(Hk, Bk))κ is easily seen to be W-initial. Next, define F: (A, U)-+
(Q, W) by

F(A J^ Af) - (φ, A) -£+ (φ, Ar) .

F preserves initiality. To see this, let (A ^ Ak)κ be a ?7-initial
source, let g: W(H, B) -^ WFA be a X-morphism, and let {{H, B) ̂ >
FAk)κ be a source in C with (WFnk) g = TFjgr̂  for each ke K. Since

£7: (A, 17) —> (JB, F) preserves initiality, {A Λ Ak)κ is F-initial. Hence
(Vnk) g = Vgk implies that there exists a 2?-morphism g:B~^FA
with Vg = g. To show that (JSΓ, B) -̂> i^4 is a C-morphism,

FA =

let X —> FB be an element of H. Since all gk are C-morphisms and

lAk G S(^, Afc), this implies that all X^VB^UA Ά UAk =

Λ ^ > ί7Afc belong to S?. Since ( A ^ Ak)κ is ?7-initial, 1.6(c)
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implies that X^VB^UA belongs to &. Thus geS(H, B), which

implies by 1.6(b) that (H, B) Λ FA is a C-morphism with Wg = g.
Since (J5, 7 ) is a universal initial completion there exists an

initiality preserving extension (B, V) —> (C, TΓ) of i*7 over X. Eecall

that (B^ίEAj)j is F-initial. Thus ( G B Ά GAJ)J = ((JET, £) -^>

(0, Ay))j- is W-initial where, by the above contruction, i ϊ is the set

of all F-morphisms x Λ VB such that X^VB^X UA5 belongs to

•5̂ . In particular X-5> VB belongs to H. However, B-+EA is a
Ge e

5-morphism, so that GB —> FA is a C-morphism; i.e., {H, B) -+ {φ, A)
is a C-morphism, so that for each heH, eh must belong to S^. In

particular e = e lx must belong to S^9 which is what was to be
shown. Hence (A, U) is topologically-algebraic.

Putting the last two propositions together yield m our main result.

THEOREM 2.7. The following are equivalent:
(1) U is topologically-algebraic.
(2) (A, U) has a reflective universal initial completion.

THEOREM 2.8. The following are equivalent:
(1) U is semi-topological.
(2) (A, U) has a reflective Mac Neille completion.
(3) U is the full reflective restriction of some topological

functor.
(4) U belongs to the smallest class of functors that contains

all topologically-algebraic functors and is closed under composition.

Proof. (1) => (2). The proof of this is similar to that of Pro-
position 2.5 where objects of the completion are all semi-final U-
morphisms.

(2) => (3). Trivial.

(3) => (4). Full reflective embeddings and topological functors
are topologically-algebraic.

(4) => (1). Every topologically-algebraic functor is semi-topologi-
cal and semi-topological functors are closed under composition.

It should be noted that the equivalence of (1) and (3) above has
been obtained previously be Tholen and Wischnewsky [24] and the
equivalence of (1) and (2) by Hoffmann [13].
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3. Examples. Since the initial completions of § 2 are obtained
constructively, it is of interest to see what the construction yields
in some special cases:

Topological examples: Let A be any epireflective subcategory
of Top, consisting of ΪVspaces only and containing at least one
space with more than one element. Let U: A—> Set be the usual
forgetful functor.

PROPOSITION 3.1. For any U-morphism X —> UA the follow-
ing are equivalent:

e(1) X —• UA is semi-final.
e

(2) X —> UA is semi-universal.
e(3) X —* UA is surjective.

Proof. (1) => (2). Proposition 1.5.

(2) => (3). Let i Λ UA = X^ UB^ UA be the (surjective,
embedding)-factorization in Top. Then B belongs to A, since A is

epireflective in Top, and B—>A is [Mnitial. Hence there exists a
unique A - m o r P M s m /: A -> B such that the diagram

Um

commutes. So Um is a retraction, hence surjective. Consequently

e = (Um) g is surjective.

(3)=>(1). If J - i ?7A is surjective let /: UA->X be any func-
tion such that ef = 1UA. Then X—> ZZA is the semi-final solution
of the ?7-sink consisting of the [/"-comorphism / together with all
[7-comorphisms UAt -4 X having the property that eft is a constant
function.

3.2. As a consequence of the above, for any such category
(A, U) over Set the universal initial completion agrees with the
Mac Neille completion and the objects of either are obtained by
"blowing up points" in the spaces belonging to A. Thus we have
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( =

Category A

all T0-spaces

all TVspaces

all T2-spaees

all Γ3-spaces
regular + 2\-spaces)

all Tychonoff spaces
( = completely regular + Tx-

spaces)

all zero dimensional T0-spaces

all

Universal initial completion =
Mac Neille completion

topological spaces

all symmetric topological ( = Bό)
spaces

all

all

all

all

jffO-spaces of K. Csaszar

regular spaces

completely regular spaces

zero-dimensional spaces

3.3. Analogously, the universal initial completion (resp. Mac
Neille completion) of the concrete category of separated uniform
spaces is the concrete category of all uniform spaces.

Algebraic examples:

PROPOSITION 3.4. Let U: A-> X be a regular functor in the
sense of [4] and suppose that every U-initial source is a mono-
source. Then the following are equivalent:

(1) X —> UA is semi-universal.

(2) X —> UA extremally generates A; i.e., it generates A in
the usual algebraic sense.

Proof.

Urn
( l ) = - ( 2 ) . Let J A UA = X^UB-^* UA be an (extremally

generating, mono)-factorization. Then B —> A is initial. Hence there
exists a unique A-morphism f: A—> B such that the diagram

commutes. Consequently m is an isomorphism, i.e., X-+UA extrem-
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ally generates A.

( 2) =* (1). Let (J5 —ί At)! be an initial source, (A -A Ai)z be an
arbitrary source, and X —> ΪZB a [7-morphism with Um^f"= J7/< e
for each i G 7. Let

and

- X

= X

UFX — [7A

UFX UB

be (universal, — )-factorizations, where F denotes the left-adjoint of

Z7. Then e is a regular epimorphism. Since (B—i At) is a mono-
source there exists a unique 4 ~ m o r P M s m g: A—+ B such that the
diagram

FX

commutes. Hence g: A —»j? is the unique morphism making the
diagram

UB
Urn,

VAt

commute.
For the following categories the forgetful functors to Set satisfy

the above conditions:

R-Mod, Grp, Lat, Comp Haus.

In general for these categories the universal initial completions
are much larger than the Mac Neille completions; e.g.,

Haus
Neille completion ^ Completely regular

o f C o m p Haug ^ g p a c e g

Universal initial completion of Comp Haus .
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The universal initial completion of Comp Hans is the category
Prox of all (not necessarily 2\) proximity spaces and proximal maps-
equivalently, the category of totally bounded uniform spaces and
uniformly continuous maps. Analogously, the universal initial com-
pletion of the concrete category of separated complete uniform
spaces is the concrete category of all uniform spaces. A correspond-
ing result holds for regular nearness spaces.

3.5. In general, for regular categories, initial sources need not
be mono-sources; e.g.:

(1) for the concrete category of sets, every source is initial;
(2) for the concrete category of pointed sets, the following

are equivalent:

( i ) ((X, p) ^ (X,, Pi))z is initial.
(ii) if mt(x) = Pi for each ie I, then x = p.
In the last case the universal initial completion coincides with

the Mac Neille completion and is the category of all pairs of sets
(X, S) with SczX, and all functions preserving the distinguished
subsets.

3.6. Let Grph be the concrete category of graphs. Objects
are triples (X, d, c) where X is a set and d and c are unary opera-
tions on X, satisfying:

cd — d% — d a n d dc = c2 = c .

The elements of c[X] — d[X] are called vertices and the elements
of X\c[X] are called edges. Morphisms are functions commuting
with the operations c and d.

(a) A source ((X, d, c) -A (Xif dif c<))j in Grph is initial if and
only if: (for each ίel, ftx = fty is a vertex) ==>(x = y is a vertex).

(b) Y —> (X, d, c) is generating if and only if e[ Y] contains all
edges of (X, dt c).

(c) Y -> (X, d, c) is semi-universal if and only if each edge in
(X, df c) has precisely one preimage under e.

(d) Y —»(X, d, c) is semi-final if and only is it is semi-universal
and it satisfies:

e~\cx) = φ <=> e~\dx) = φ .

Hence the Mac Neille completion of Grph is properly contained in
the universal initial completion of Grph. The objects of the latter
are obtained essentially by replacing the set of vertices in a graph
by a family of pair wise disjoint (possibly empty) sets. Grph is
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simultaneously reflective and mono-coreflective (but not bi-coreflective)
in its universal initial completion.

Factorizations:

3.7. Theorem 2.1 implies that for every (Ef M)-category X, Έ[
must be contained in the class of all epimorphisms of X In parti-
cular, this implies that the category Set has precisely two factori-
zation structures, namely:

(1) the trivial one; i.e., the (iso, source)-factorization structure
given by the (bijective, source)-factorizations,

(2) the regular one; i.e., the (regular epi, mono-source)-factori-
zation structure, given by the (surjective, point-separating source)-
factorization.

3.8. None of the implications:

(generating, — )-f unctor

topologically-algebraic functor

!
semi-topological functor

functor having a left-adjoint

is reversible. For the first consider the identity functor on any
category that is not an (epi, — )-category; for the second see [7];
for the third consider the functor from a noncomplete partially
ordered class with least element (regarded as a category in the usual
way) into the terminal category. However, in the case that A is
an (epi, — )-category, all of the above conditions are equivalent.
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